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Netoff, Theoden I., Matthew I. Banks, Alan D. Dorval, Corey D.
Acker, Julie S. Haas, Nancy Kopell, and John A. White. Synchro-
nization in hybrid neuronal networks of the hippocampal formation. J
Neurophysiol 93: 1197–1208, 2005. First published November 3,
2004; doi:10.1152/jn.00982.2004. Understanding the mechanistic
bases of neuronal synchronization is a current challenge in quantita-
tive neuroscience. We studied this problem in two putative cellular
pacemakers of the mammalian hippocampal theta rhythm: glutama-
tergic stellate cells (SCs) of the medial entorhinal cortex and
GABAergic oriens-lacunosum-moleculare (O-LM) interneurons of
hippocampal region CA1. We used two experimental methods. First,
we measured changes in spike timing induced by artificial synaptic
inputs applied to individual neurons. We then measured responses of
free-running hybrid neuronal networks, consisting of biological neu-
rons coupled (via dynamic clamp) to biological or virtual counter-
parts. Results from the single-cell experiments predicted network
behaviors well and are compatible with previous model-based predic-
tions of how specific membrane mechanisms give rise to empirically
measured synchronization behavior. Both cell types phase lock stably
when connected via homogeneous excitatory-excitatory (E-E) or in-
hibitory-inhibitory (I-I) connections. Phase-locked firing is consis-
tently synchronous for either cell type with E-E connections and
nearly anti-synchronous with I-I connections. With heterogeneous
connections (e.g., excitatory-inhibitory, as might be expected if mem-
bers of a given population had heterogeneous connections involving
intermediate interneurons), networks often settled into phase locking
that was either stable or unstable, depending on the order of firing of
the two cells in the hybrid network. Our results imply that excitatory
SCs, but not inhibitory O-LM interneurons, are capable of synchro-
nizing in phase via monosynaptic mutual connections of the biolog-
ically appropriate polarity. Results are largely independent of synaptic
strength and synaptic kinetics, implying that our conclusions are
robust and largely unaffected by synaptic plasticity.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Cortical oscillations represent locally synchronous activity
and may play critical roles in perception and cognition (Fries et
al. 1997; Gray et al. 1989; Roelfsema et al. 1997; Winson
1978). In the hippocampal formation, temporally coherent
rhythmic activity over a range of frequencies has been ob-
served (Bragin et al. 1999; Burchell et al. 1998; Chrobak and
Buzsáki 1998; Fellous and Sejnowski 2000; Konopacki et al.
1987; Traub et al. 1999; Whittington et al. 1995; Ylinen et al.
1995), but the cellular and synaptic mechanisms underlying
these rhythms are not fully elucidated. This elucidation is
difficult because these behaviors depend on the interaction of
many neurons with distinct cellular populations and patterns of

connectivity in different subregions (Freund and Buzsáki 1996;
Gloor 1997). Our ability to record from large numbers of
neurons simultaneously, with single-cell resolution, is limited.
Instead, we can build an understanding of the network dynam-
ics from the dynamics of the individual components within the
network. Such single-cell measurements can be used to con-
struct network models that make specific predictions, which in
turn can be tested by coupling pairs of neurons under dynamic
clamp.

Two complementary modeling approaches have been used
to study the mechanistic underpinnings of synchronous neural
activity. One uses detailed biophysical models (e.g., Lytton and
Sejnowski 1991; Traub et al. 1996; Wilson and Bower 1992) to
reproduce aspects of the observable voltage dynamics. The
second method uses much more simplified models to get
insight into what aspects of the intrinsic and synaptic currents
play critical roles in the observed dynamics. Some studies
based on the second, simplified approach focus on networks
with weak coupling (e.g., Hansel et al. 1995; Kopell and
Ermentrout 2002; Van Vreeswijk et al. 1994). This paper, like
a number of other studies (e.g., Acker et al. 2003; Canavier et
al. 1997; Chow et al. 1998; Demir et al. 1997; Ermentrout and
Kopell 1998; Kopell and Ermentrout 2002), concentrates on
the effects of single spikes on the timing of the downstream
cells without making explicit use of the assumption of weak
coupling. For this purpose, we introduce a refined experimental
technique, the spike time response (STR) method, that can be
used to build tractable and testable models of network function
from recordings of single neurons.

The STR technique is an experimental implementation based
on methods that have been proposed theoretically for studying
synchronization among such oscillators (e.g., Acker et al.
2003; Canavier et al. 1997; Hansel et al. 1995; Kopell and
Ermentrout 2002; Van Vreeswijk et al. 1994; Winfree 2001).
We dispense with the assumption of weak coupling, which our
previous work (Acker et al. 2003) indicates does not hold in
our circumstances. We use the dynamic-clamp technique (Dor-
val et al. 2001; Robinson and Kawai 1993; Sharp et al. 1993)
to measure the spike time response curve (STRC) in response
to directly applied artificial synaptic inputs. The advance or
delay is a function (described in the STRC) of the time of the
most recent input relative to the most recent previous spike of
the cell. The central idea is that if the next spike of the cell in
question depends only on this recent history, the STRC con-
tains all the information necessary to predict synchronization
behavior. In that sense, this method is a bridge between
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biophysics and dynamics: knowing the STRC is enough to
predict the synchronization behavior, and information about
membrane properties helps explain the shape of the STRC
(Acker et al. 2003; Crook et al. 1998; Demir et al. 1997;
Ermentrout et al. 2001). The central assumption that only
recent history matters is easily testable from our experimental
data and holds well.

The current paper employs an experimental technique that
allows one to measure the STRC associated with a given cell
and a given stereotypic conductance input and to use this
measurement to predict the synchronization of that cell with
another. Relative to other experimental studies of STRCs
(Reyes and Fetz 1993; Stoop et al. 2000), our method has three
advantages. First, we use the dynamic-clamp technique (Dor-
val et al. 2001; Robinson and Kawai 1993; Sharp et al. 1993)
to apply well-controlled conductance inputs as opposed to
relying on current pulses or variable inputs driven by shocking
presynaptic fibers. Second, we monitor and carefully control
the baseline firing rate of the cell. Controlling average rate
allows us to prevent nonstationarities in firing rate from cor-
rupting the normal, cycle-to-cycle variability. Third, we use
STRCs to predict phase relationships in hypothetical networks
of mutually coupled neurons and test these predictions by
coupling recorded cells to biological or computationally mod-
eled counterparts to create hybrid networks. Invariably, we find
that predictions from STRCs hold up well in the hybrid
networks.

The particular cells that we study in this paper are the stellate
cells (SCs) of the medial entorhinal cortex, which have re-
ceived much modeling attention (Acker et al. 2003; Dickson et
al. 2000; Fransen et al. 2002; Hasselmo et al. 2000; White et al.
1995, 1998b), and the oriens lacunosum/moleculare (O-LM)
cells of the hippocampus. Both cells display autonomous theta
frequency oscillations (Alonso and Llinás 1989; Gillies et al.
2002; Pike et al. 2000), and both are known to express slow,
hyperpolarization-activated currents that are believed to con-
tribute to the oscillations (Dickson et al. 2000; Maccaferri and
McBain 1996). Earlier modeling work (Acker et al. 2003) has
shown that such cells can be expected to synchronize with
excitation, but not with inhibition, in contrast to other neurons
not possessing this current. This is the motivation for using
SCs and O-LM cells: though they release different neurotrans-
mitters (SCs release glutamate and O-LM cells release
GABA), they are thought to have similar intrinsic currents, and
one expects from previous models that they will behave in
similar ways to interaction through excitation or inhibition.
The dynamic-clamp methodology allows one to test this and
show that they do indeed have similar synchronization prop-
erties. These results imply that SCs, but not O-LM interneu-
rons, are capable of in-phase synchronization through mutual,
monosynaptic connections of their natural “sign” (excitatory
for SCs, inhibitory for O-LM cells).

The dynamic-clamp method allows one to look at other
pairings that are not native to either set, including excitatory-
inhibitory (E-I) and inhibitory-excitatory (I-E). The point of
this exercise is to test the ability of the STRCs to predict
synchronization behavior. We show that the predictions can
match not only the qualitative behavior but also the quantita-
tive behavior in complex dynamics (such as temporary locking
and phase walk-through). Indeed, the measured STRCs, which
include noise, can predict not just whether or not a pair will

lock, but the histograms of the resulting phase differences as
well.

M E T H O D S

Physiology

All experiments were conducted as approved by the Boston Uni-
versity Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin Research Animals Resource Committee. Mea-
surements from SCs of the medial entorhinal cortex, the input struc-
ture of the hippocampal formation, were made at Boston University.
Measurements from O-LM cells of hippocampus were made at the
University of Wisconsin. Long-Evans (for MEC experiments) and
Sprague-Dawley (for hippocampal experiments) rats, 14–21 days old,
were anesthetized with CO2 or isoflurane and decapitated. The brain
was removed and chilled in ACSF [which contained (in mM) 126
NaCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 1.4–2 MgSO4, 26 NaHCO3, 10 dextrose, 3 KCl
and 2 CaCl2] and then sliced using a Vibratome to 350 �m thickness.
After letting slices recover for �1 h in a holding chamber, we
transferred slices to a heated (34–36°C) chamber (Warner Instru-
ments), mounted on a microscope stage. Slices were perfused with
heated ACSF. In most cases, 4 mM kynurenic acid and 10 �M
bicuculline (Sigma) were added to block ionotropic excitation and
inhibition, respectively. However, results were not altered by sponta-
neous synaptic events. Neurons within slices were visualized using
dual-interference contrast video microscopy (Zeiss AxoSkop FS2,
Dage/MTI CCD camera). Whole cell patch-clamp recordings were
obtained using patch pipettes (4–6 M�) fabricated from borosilicate
glass (1.0 OD, 0.75 ID, Sutter Instruments) and filled with (in mM)
135 K-gluconate, 2 MgCl2, 2 (MEC) or 10 (O-LM cells) NaCl, 1.25
(SCs) or 0.1 (O-LM cells) EGTA, 10 HEPES, 2 Tris-ATP, and 0.4
Tris-GTP (SCs). Differences in the strain of rats used, and in the
intracellular solution, are due to unimportant differences in the default
choices of the two labs. Biocytin (0.3%) was used in O-LM recordings
to allow later morphological reconstruction. Biocytin was not used in
recordings from SCs because they are easily identifiable by electro-
physiological criteria (Klink and Alonso 1997) and because we found
that use of biocytin led to significant spike broadening in SCs,
consistent with previous results from other cellular populations (Eck-
ert et al. 2001; Schlosser et al. 1998; Xi and Xu 1996).

In MEC slices, recordings of stellate cells (SCs) were made from
the cell-dense layer 2. Stellate cells were identified electrophysiologi-
cally using established criteria, based on the presence of a large, slow
inward rectifying cation current as seen under current clamp (Alonso
and Klink 1993). We measured 67 neurons from 48 slices taken from
28 rats. Of these neurons, 56 neurons were identified as SCs according
to the physiological criteria (large “sag” current, small 1st-spike
latency) of Alonso and Klink (1993). Only SCs were included in the
rest of this study.

Recordings from hippocampal interneurons were made in stratum
oriens. A total of 15 recordings are included here. Because biocytin
did not appreciably broaden action potentials in interneurons, we were
able to stain, react, and characterize these cells morphologically in 10
of 15 cases. Eight of 10 identified cells could be characterized as
O-LM interneurons based on standard morphological criteria (Freund
and Buzsáki 1996). The five unidentified cells had electrophysiolog-
ical properties that were very similar to those of the identified O-LM
cells and were included in the analysis.

Real-time experimental control

A real-time experimental control system (Dorval et al. 2001) was
used for a number of manipulations in these experiments, including
controlling spike rate, delivering artificial synaptic conductance in-
puts, and building hybrid neuronal networks. The system is based
around real-time versions of the Linux operating system. It is publicly
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available and can be downloaded from our website (http://bme.
bu.edu/ndl/).

RATE CONTROL. STRCs (see following text) are more easily mea-
sured and interpreted if the baseline firing rate is kept stationary. We
developed an iterative, proportional feedback algorithm to control the
firing rate at a user-defined value. The feedback algorithm was used in
both STRC measurements and in hybrid network experiments. The
spike rate was controlled by measuring the error of the interspike
interval and changing the current by an amount proportional to the
error. The proportionality constant was changed depending on the
history of the error. As long as the error decreased monotonically and
remained either positive or negative, the proportionality constant was
left unchanged. If the sign of the error changed, then the new
proportionality constant was determined using the bisection method.
If the error increased, the proportionality constant was doubled. The
maximal change in current was capped at 40 pA. By its nature, the
algorithm was very conservative, making very small changes unless
there were persistent, systematic errors in measured interspike inter-
vals (ISIs). The algorithm’s conservative design meant that it did not
attempt to control the inherent noise in ISIs of stationary neurons.

When measuring STRCs, the ISI was averaged over five spikes.
The artificial synaptic inputs were delivered only once per six firing
cycles, and the current was changed one full cycle after the ISI in
which the synaptic stimulus was applied. This method allowed us to
measure the effects of synaptic stimuli on the two subsequent ISIs
without confounding effects of the spike rate controller. In practice,
changes in applied current were quite small. For example, in the data
associated with Fig. 2A, the average change in applied current was
0.6 � 1.4 (SD) pA per six ISIs, far smaller than the artificial synaptic
currents we delivered (tens to hundreds of pA). In no cases did
controller-induced changes in applied current lead to immediate
spikes. Our criterion for successful rate control was that no short-term
change in applied current was �5 pA. Changes in applied current
ranged from 5 to 50 pA over the course of an entire experiment.

We also used the rate controller to keep neurons’ spike rates
stationary during hybrid network experiments. In this case, the
amount of current was adjusted every cycle, again by �1 pA per
adjustment. For networks that synchronized, the effect of the rate
controller was minimal because in these cases, the cells do not change
each others’ average rates. For networks that settled into nonsynchro-
nous states, the rate controller reacted to bring the coupled cells back
to their baseline rates, which means that the cells had slightly different
natural frequencies than during the STRC measurements. The fact that
we invariably saw close agreement between predictions from STRCs
and results in hybrid networks implies that this confounding effect of
the rate controller was small.

STRCS. The STRC represents the amount by which a synaptic input,
occurring at a particular time relative to the most recent postsynaptic
spike, advances or delays the next postsynaptic spike. STRCs were
generated by delivering artificial excitatory or inhibitory conductance
inputs (EPSCs or IPSCs, respectively) to periodically firing neurons,
and measuring induced changes in spike timing. EPSCs and IPSCs
were generated using a dynamic-clamp system (Dorval et al. 2001)
and delivered once every six cycles of periodic firing. This protocol
allowed us to track and control the baseline firing rate (i.e., the rate
with no synaptic input delivered) and to collect enough baseline
intervals for statistical comparisons.

The dynamic clamp generated a signal of form Is � Gs(e
�t /�fall –

e�t /�rise)(Vm � Vs), where Gs is the maximal synaptic conductance, t is
the time since the initiation of the synaptic event, �1 is the synaptic
decay time constant, �2 is the synaptic rise time constant, Vm is
membrane potential, and Vs is the synaptic reversal potential. This
signal was scaled appropriately, converted to an analog signal, and
passed to the current-drive channel of the bridge-balance amplifier
(Axon Instruments Axoclamp 2B or Multiclamp 200A). The mea-

sured value of Vm was updated, and a new value of Is calculated and
delivered at a clock rate of 5–10 kHz.

STRCs might be expected to change as the amplitude and time
constants of the synaptic conductances are varied. For most measure-
ments, we used inputs of peak amplitude 1 nS, 4–5 times the size of
spontaneous excitatory synaptic inputs to SCs as measured in the
literature (Berretta and Jones 1996) and 8–10 times the size of
“miniature” conductance changes corresponding to release of single
quanta (data not shown). Our use of larger synapses in this work is
justified because we would expect multiple inputs to arrive simulta-
neously during the often highly structured activity seen in entorhinal
cortex and hippocampus. In our “small networks” approach, each cell
represents a synchronized population and thus should induce larger-
than-unitary conductance changes. Nevertheless, for drawing general
conclusions, it is important to show that our results do not depend
strongly on synaptic strength, which is likely to exhibit short-term
plasticity at any cortical synapse (Markram et al. 1998; Thomson and
Deuchars 1994). In some experiments (Fig. 4A), we varied the
amplitude of our EPSCs and IPSCs from 0.1 to 1 nS, ranging from the
amplitude of a single quantal release to �10 quantal releases for
excitatory inputs to SCs; network synchronization predicted from the
measured STRCs was largely independent of synaptic strength.

Time constants describing synaptic rise and fall at the cell body can
differ considerably from case to case based on factors like the location
of the synapse relative to the soma (Berretta and Jones 1996; Spruston
et al. 1994) as well as both the subunit composition and the alternative
splicing state of the receptor (Jonas 2000). Additionally, the kinetics
of a given postsynaptic receptor may be modified via phosphorylation
(Hinkle and Macdonald 2003). For most experiments, we used ste-
reotypical time constants corresponding to synapses near the somatic
recording site: �rise � 1 ms and �fall � 2 ms for EPSCs, �rise � 1 ms
and �fall � 4 ms for IPSCs. These values gave somewhat faster
kinetics than those observed for spontaneous EPSCs to SCs measured
in stellate neurons (Berretta and Jones 1996). To verify that our results
were not dependent on the subtleties of the synaptic kinetics, we
measured STRCs while varying modeled synaptic kinetics but pre-
serving the total integrated synaptic conductance (Fig. 4B).

HYBRID NETWORKS. STRCs can be used to predict phase relation-
ships in simple networks. To test these predictions, we constructed
two types of hybrid networks:

First was networks composed of one biological neuron and one
“virtual” counterpart. In this case, a real-time algorithm detected
spikes in the biological cell. The virtual cell was represented by a
STRC capturing the typical behavior in the biological population
being studied or, in some cases, the STRC of the particular cell being
studied. Spike events in virtual cells were generated by selecting a
spike time exactly one period after the last virtual spike event, then
adjusting this event time by an amount determined from the STRC,
evaluated at the biological neuron’s spike time relative to the last
virtual spike. For these experiments, the next spike time in the virtual
cell does not include a stochastic component. Spike events in the
virtual cell drove conductance changes (see preceding section) in the
biological cell, beginning after a delay of one time step (0.1 ms). In
some cases, an additional synaptic delay of 0.5 ms was added; results
did not depend on this detail. In some cases, we studied unilaterally
coupled networks, in which the modeled cell inhibited the biological
cell but not vice versa. For these cases, we focused on unilateral
inhibition because we wanted to see if the cells could stably phase
lock to the periodic inhibitory drive as would be predicted for many
classes of cells that synchronize via mutual excitation (Acker et al.
2003).

Second was networks composed of two biological neurons coupled
by “virtual” chemical synapses. In this case, spikes detected in either
biological cell drove artificial synaptic conductance changes in the
cell’s counterpart. The minimal time lag between spike detection and
beginning of the application of the postsynaptic conductance change
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was ensured by the real-time dynamic clamp system to be one time
step (0.1 ms). As before, synaptic delays of 0.5 ms were added in
some cases without changing the results.

Curve fitting, iterative spike timing simulations, and
data analysis

The average values of spike time responses were fit using a
polynomial function of time to create an STRC. For excitatory
responses, the polynomial was of the form t(ISI � t)(At3 �
Bt2 � Ct � D), where t is the time since the last spike, ISI is the
interspike interval (i.e., 1/target firing rate), and A–D are free
parameters. This fitting function ensured that the curve had zeroes
at its left and right extremes, compatible with the trends in our
data. For inhibitory responses, the polynomial had the form
t�At3 � Bt2 � Ct � D	. In this case, we did not “pin” the
polynomial to a value � 0 at t � ISI because such trends were
usually not seen in the data. The SD of the data was fit using a
statistical procedure with multiple steps. First, we subtracted out
the time-dependent average. Second we fit the distribution using a
maximum likelihood fit to a Gaussian distribution with time-
dependent SD E(1 � t/ISI)�1/2 
 F, where t and ISI are defined as
in the preceding text and E and F are free parameters. This
procedure allowed us to fit the scatter for excitatory inputs for
which we observed that SD decreases proportional to t�1/2; and
inhibitory inputs for which SD is largely independent of the time
of the input.

Predictions of time differences in two-cell networks were made
using an iterative, algebraic algorithm that predicts future spike times
in terms of baseline firing period and the STRC (mean � SD). The
algorithm was seeded with a randomly chosen, nonsynchronous initial
condition. In subsequent iterations, firing times for each cell were
chosen by adding the STRC value (mean 
 normally distributed
random component scaled by the time-dependent SD, each measured
from the STRC) to the unperturbed firing period of the cell in
question.

Predicted histograms of spike timing differences were compared
directly with measured results from hybrid networks using a �2 test.
Means and SD of the spike time difference histograms were measured
by converting the spike time differences to unit vectors in which the
angle represents the normalized difference in phase of the two spike
times. The mean spike time difference was calculated by summing
these unit vectors, then converting the phase of the summed vectors
back into units of ms (Figs. 4 and 5) or normalized time (time divided
by the average interspike interval, Fig. 6; this method allows us to
compare data collected at different spike rates). We characterized the
amount of spread in spike time difference histograms using two
measures: first, � is the estimated SD in spike time differences. In
performing this calculation, we used only spike time differences
within � a half-cycle of the mean spike time difference, to avoid
confounding effects due to the circular nature of phase. Second � is
the percentage of “inliers.” � is a direct measure of the number of
spike time differences, normalized by the average ISI, that fall within
�10% of the mean spike time difference. The purpose of this measure
was to determine the proportion of time that the cells were settled into
a preferred phase-locked state. � is not always a good measure of
phase-locking because phase-slipping in two-cell networks often leads
to long tails in the distributions of spike time differences.

R E S U L T S

Predicting synchronization properties

To investigate the ability of entorhinal SCs and CA1 O-LM
interneurons to participate in synchronous firing patterns, we
use tonic excitatory current to cause the cells to fire periodi-

cally at 100- to 150-ms intervals (6.7–10 Hz). Under dynamic
clamp, we next induce artificial, excitatory or inhibitory syn-
aptic conductance inputs (EPSCs or IPSCs) in the targeted
neuron (Fig. 1). Depending on the time of occurrence of the
input (an EPSC in Fig. 1), subsequent spikes may be advanced
or delayed. Artificial conductance inputs are delivered at a
randomly chosen time once every six cycles. These conduc-
tances are typically 1 nS at peak and induce 1- to 4-mV
changes in membrane potential. Unperturbed ISIs are mea-
sured to monitor spike rate drift. If necessary, constant current
applied to the cell is adjusted to keep the baseline firing rate
constant. In post hoc data analysis, we compare unperturbed
ISIs with intervals perturbed by E/IPSCs. From hundreds of
such measurements, we obtain STRCs, which allow us to
quantify the mean and variance of changes in spike timing
induced by EPSCs (Fig. 2A) or IPSCs (Fig. 2B) as functions of
input timing. In our corpus of data, the shapes of STRCs were
consistently similar from cell to cell and did not depend
strongly on firing rate for interspike intervals from 80 to 150
ms. Responses to “early” inputs were invariably noisy (as seen
in Fig. 2), with a SD of �10 ms. The SD of the ISI for control
(unstimulated) intervals was also 10–12 ms, implying that the
jitter in the spike time advance was due to inherent variability
in the ISI under stationary conditions, rather than noisy effects
of the synaptic stimulus. “Late” excitatory inputs lead to
almost immediate spikes, the timing of which was more tightly
distributed than that of spikes generated by early inputs.

In SCs and O-LM interneurons, artificial E/IPSCs induce
significantly larger changes in spike timing for the cycle during
which the input occurs (points and solid lines in Fig. 2, which
we refer to as the STRC) than for subsequent cycles (dashed
lines in Fig. 2 represent residual effects on spike timing during
the next cycle). In some models, it has been shown that such
residual effects can be important (Oprisan and Canavier 2001).

FIG. 1. Time-dependent effects of an artificial excitatory postsynaptic con-
ductance (EPSC) input on spike timing in a regularly firing stellate cell (SC).
Voltage traces are shown at top with corresponding current traces at bottom.
Solid lines, periodic firing (at 150-ms intervals) in a neuron receiving no
EPSC. Dotted lines, a delay induced by an artificial EPSC introduced early in
the interspike interval (ISI). Dashed lines, the same artificial EPSC, introduced
late in the ISI, advances the next spike.
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In our analysis, we will show that one can obtain accurate
predictions of network behavior without accounting for resid-
ual effects.

The advantage of considering only the primary STRC is that
it allows one to predict the behavior of mutually coupled
networks using simple algorithms and reasoning. Consider a
hypothetical two-cell network with mutual excitatory coupling,
in which the effects of each cell on the other are described by
the STRC in Fig. 2A. If two mutually coupled cells with
identical firing periods T � 150 ms are started in a randomly
chosen state, one cell will necessarily receive input in the time
range 0–75 ms, assuming that the cells are neither perfectly
synchronous nor perfectly anti-synchronous. We refer to this as
the “leading” cell. The “trailing” cell receives input during the
time range 75–150 ms. With STRCs that have a greater mean
advance in the second half the interval than the first, the trailing
cell will tend to be advanced more than the leading cell. The
net effect of mutual coupling will be synchronizing: the leading
cell will, on average, receive its next input closer to t � 0, and
the later trailing cell will receive its input closer to t � 150 ms.
Over time, the cells will come very close to synchronous firing.
One can apply similar reasoning to predict the behavior of
mutually inhibitory networks using data from Fig. 2B. In this

case, if the cells start in the nearly synchronous state, the
leading cell should be delayed less than the following cell.
Thus spike time differences will tend to grow, implying that
this mutually inhibitory network will not synchronize stably in
phase. Instead, the cells will phase lock when they are sepa-
rated by half the ISI. At this point in time, the delays are equal
for the two cells, implying that the cells will phase-lock stably,
in anti-phase, at a firing rate that is slightly smaller than each
cell’s baseline rate.

This heuristic argument can be formalized rather straight-
forwardly. For noiseless STRCs, the formal argument involves
mathematically combining two STRCs and looking for mutu-
ally compatible solutions (Acker et al. 2003; Canavier et al.
1997; Oprisan and Canavier 2002; Oprisan et al. 2003). While
this method predicts the mean phase difference, it does not
predict the variability around that phase that occurs with
real-world, noisy STRCs. To predict the variability, we per-
form iterative simulations (described in METHODS) of two
“cells” that affect each others’ spike timing via STRCs. We
start these two simulated cells in a randomly chosen, nonsyn-
chronous state, then we update the firing time of each, using the
STRC with a noisy component. Over hundreds of iterations, we
build a histogram of spike timing differences between the two
simulated cells. These histograms of spike time differences
(e.g., the solid lines in the rightmost column of Fig. 3) serve as
predictions of network behavior in mutually coupled, two-cell
networks.

Synchronization and phase locking in hybrid networks

The power of spike time response curves lies in their ability
to predict phase relationships in interconnected neuronal net-
works. We tested these predictions by constructing two types
of hybrid neuronal networks: those containing one biological
and one “virtual” counterpart, modeled in real-time by a
computer, and reflecting the typical behavior seen in a given
cell type; and those containing two biological neurons, coupled
by real-time, computer-controlled virtual synapses (see METH-
ODS for more detailed descriptions of hybrid networks). To test
the STRC’s ability to predict the dynamics of many networks
of different forms, we connected the cells in several different
ways. Figure 3A shows results from the biological-virtual
neuron network coupled in four different ways: with mutual
excitation (E-E) as one would expect from monosynaptically
coupled SCs; mutual inhibition (I-I), as one would expect for
SCs that communicate via GABAergic intermediaries (al-
though we ignore associated delays in such polysynaptic cir-
cuitry; these delays would be of order 1–5 ms, still quite small
compared with the firing period); unilateral inhibition (0-I), in
which the virtual cell inhibits the biological cell, with no effect
in the opposite direction (amounting to periodic inhibition at
the forcing cell’s baseline firing rate); and mixed excitation
(from the biological cell) and inhibition (from the virtual cell)
(E-I). Plots show rasters of spike time differences plotted
versus spike number. These rasters were calculated by finding
and plotting the spike times of the two spikes in the biological
cell that lay nearest each spike in the virtual cells. The histo-
grams at right show summary data for the entire data trace. The
E-E network generates stable synchrony, indicated by a time
difference near 0 ms, with modest variance. Occasional depar-
tures from synchronous firing are small and corrected within a

FIG. 2. Spike time response curves (STRCs) measured from a SC in the
medial entorhinal cortex. STRCs represent measurements of hundreds of
perturbations to the expected spike times of periodically firing neurons.
Perturbations from the unperturbed period (150 ms in this case) are measured
as the spike time advance (STA, y axis), plotted vs. the time of the EPSC (A)
or inhibitory PSC (IPSC, B). In both cases, the peak conductance change was
1 nS. The solid lines indicate the best least-squares fit of a polynomial function
to the data. Time-dependent SDs (error bars) were curve-fit as well. Residual
changes in average spike timing for the 2nd spike after the stimulus (dashed
lines) are smaller than the STRCs (solid lines).
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few cycles. The I-I network generates stable spike time differ-
ences that are nearly anti-synchronous, have greater variance,
and self-correct more slowly than in the E-E network. These
results are consistent with modeling work (Acker et al. 2003)
that predicted that SCs, which express a significant amount of
the slow inward rectifier Ih, should synchronize better through
mutual excitation than through mutual inhibition.

“Heterogeneous” 0-I and E-I networks behave somewhat
differently from “homogeneous” E-E and I-I networks. For the
0-I network, the biological cell tends to fire out of phase with
the virtual cell. These data show slow trends in the spike time
differences (e.g., in the region of spike number 200–300 in the
0-I network of Fig. 3A). These slow trends may include
contributions of “beating” between virtual and biological cells
due to a mismatch in frequency caused by small error (of
1–2%) in spike rate control, but there are other mechanisms at
play. The E-I network (Fig. 3A, row 4) often fires nearly
synchronously but undergoes occasional bouts of “phase slip-
ping” (seen between spikes 110 and 120). The raster plots
indicate that phase slipping arises when a phase-locked state is
stable when one cell leads but not the other. In this case, the

network is stable when the excitatory cell leads the inhibitory
cell (indicated by negative values of the time difference), but
phase slips whenever noise reverses this leader-follower rela-
tionship (for more on phase slipping, see Fig. 5 and the
DISCUSSION). Because frequency mismatches in these experi-
ments are quite small (around 1%), the phase-slipping in the
E-I network is too fast to be generated by “beating” (i.e., the
situation in which the two cells are firing periodically and
independently at phase differences that change slightly with
each cycle due to consistent differences in firing rate). Instead,
phase-slipping is caused because the inhibitory cell cannot
stably lead the excitatory cell; cycle by cycle, the inhibitory
cell will delay the excitatory cell until the E-cell has skipped
one entire cycle and begins to fire just before the inhibitory
cell. At this point, the network will stabilize again.

Figure 3b shows results from the second type of hybrid
network, in which two biological SCs are mutually coupled in
4 different ways: with mutual excitation (E-E); mutual inhibi-
tion (I-I); and mixed excitation (from one of the cells) and
inhibition (from the other cell) (E-I or I-E, depending on
whether the arbitrarily chosen cell 1 was excitatory or inhibi-
tory). The rastergram plots spike time differences, calculated
by finding the times of cell 1 with respect to the spikes in cell
2. These spike time rasters are summarized in the histograms at
right. This E-E network generates stable synchrony that is
somewhat noisier than in Fig. 3a, presumably because both
neurons respond inherently noisily. The I-I network generates
stable spike time differences that are nearly anti-synchronous
and have greater variance than in the E-E network or the
simpler, less noisy I-I network from Fig. 3a.

The bottom two rows of Fig. 3b show responses from
“heterogeneous” E-I and I-E networks. Since both of these
cells were entorhinal SCs, the distinction between E-I and I-E
is arbitrary; they are networks of the same form, and if the
neurons were identical the E-I and I-E networks would behave
identically. Identical behavior of the network would imply that
the E-I and I-E histograms at right would be identical in shape,
although rotated around the point �t �0 because cell 2 is
“inhibitory” in the E-I case but “excitatory” in the I-E case. In
both cases, the network has a preferred spike time difference,
with the “excitatory” cell leading the “inhibitory” cell (�t �0
for the E-I network, �t �0 for the I-E network). But the
amount of spread in the two histograms is different, because
these heterogeneous networks are sensitive to small differences
in cellular properties. We will return to this subject, and give
quantification of the level of spread in data sets, in our
discussion of Figs. 5–6. Clear evidence of phase-slipping is
less obvious here than in Fig. 3a, presumably because both
participants in the networks of Fig. 3b are noisy.

Synaptic amplitudes are not static. Both synaptic amplitudes
and synaptic kinetics are subject to change due to synaptic
plasticity. We explored the effects of these parameters by
varying them systematically in individual cells, then calculat-
ing predicted synchronization properties in post hoc iterative
simulations. Figure 4 shows typical data from such experi-
ments performed 6 times. Figure 4a shows STRCs and spike
time difference histograms generated by excitatory (left col-
umn) and inhibitory (right column) inputs that varied from 100
pS (half the size of measured unitary EPSGs (Berretta and
Jones 1996)) to 1 nS. For both excitatory (left column) and
inhibitory inputs (right column), spike time difference histo-

FIG. 3. Free-running hybrid networks. A: spike times of a biological SC,
firing at 100-ms intervals, with respect to its virtual counterpart, plotted versus
spike number. Four types of networks were constructed: E-E (mutual excita-
tion), I-I (mutual inhibition), 0-I (periodic inhibitory drive from the virtual cell
with no feedback), and E-I (excitatory biological cell, inhibitory virtual cell).
In the middle column, the spike time difference is plotted against the spike
number. Time 0 on the y axis indicates the firing time of the virtual neuron;
points represent the relative firing times of the biological cell to the virtual
neuron. Times are in milliseconds; times below 0 ms imply that the spike in the
biological cell preceded that in the virtual cell. In the rightmost column are
histograms of the spike time differences. B: spike times of 1 biological SC with
respect to another in 4 types of networks: E-E (mutual excitation), I-I (mutual
inhibition), E-I (cell 1 excitatory, cell 2 inhibitory), and I-E (cell 1 inhibitory,
cell 2 excitatory). Raster plots in the center panels show timing of spikes in cell
1 with respect to each spike in cell 2. Histograms at right show summaries of
all spike time differences.
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grams were sharper for larger inputs, but mean spike time
differences were independent of synaptic size. Only the small-
est inhibitory inputs tested failed to generate coherent network
activity. It is interesting to note that even STRCs whose

maximum spike time difference is of the amplitude of the noise
level (e.g., the 100 pS case for excitatory inputs) can give rise
to stable phase relationships. The stable synchrony in this case
arises because, despite the noisiness of the STRC, early inputs

FIG. 4. Changes in STRC as amplitude and time constants of post synaptic conductances (PSGs) are varied. (a) STRCs measured with amplitudes of EPSGs
(left column) and IPSGs (right column) that differed in amplitude. The unperturbed period was 100 ms. From top to bottom, peak conductances for both EPSGs
and IPSGs were 1 nS, 562 pS, 316 pS, 178 pS, and 100 pS. EPSP rise and fall times were �rise� 1.68 ms and �fall� 6.5 ms; for the IPSGs, �rise� 2.5 ms and
�fall� 5 ms. The histograms are of simulations of two identical neurons coupled using the STRCs measured. Phase locking can be seen for all but the smallest
IPSG amplitude. � is the SD of the spike time differences, and � measures the propensity of the network to lie near its preferred, phase-locked state (see
METHODS). (b) STRCs measured using different time constants. The area of the conductances were kept the same, while rise, fall and amplitudes were adjusted.
The ratios of the rise to fall time were kept constant at 1.68/6.21 for the EPSGs and 2.5/5 for the IPSGs. From top to bottom, values of �fall were 2 ms, 3.5 ms,
6.2 ms, 11 ms, and 20 ms for EPSGs; and 1.6 ms, 2.8 ms, 5 ms, 8.9 ms, and 16 ms for IPSGs. Insets show evoked PSPs on the same time scale (time bar is
20 ms long and amplitude bar is 1 mV). Simulations of the two cell networks indicate that the STRCs predict comparable results except for the slowest ISPG.
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(t �20 ms) still lead to consistently more negative spike time
advances than late inputs (t �80 ms).

Manipulations of the time course of virtual synapses are
shown in Fig. 4b, again ranging over an order of magnitude. In
these manipulations, peak conductances were scaled to keep
total integrated conductance constant. Evoked EPSPs and
IPSPs, shown in the insets, do not scale linearly with conduc-
tance size because of membrane-induced filtering and nonlin-
earities. Again, mean spike time differences were largely

insensitive to this manipulation. For the largest values of the
inhibitory rising and decay time constants �r and �f (Fig. 4b,
bottom of right column), the predicted effect of mutual inhibition
switched from anti-synchronizing to synchronizing. We simulated
this network using the primary and the secondary STRCs and
found the results did not change (data not shown). This deter-
mines that the result was not due to ignoring the effects of the
synaptic input on the following ISI and confirms that this result
is due to a change in the cell’s response to slow synaptic inputs.

FIG. 5. Observed spike time difference histograms in paired recordings with virtual synapses match predictions from STRCs. Pairs of SCs firing at 100ms
intervals (a) and O-LM interneurons firing at 50ms intervals (b) were connected through dynamic clamp. Zero on the x-axis indicates the firing time of cell 1
(arbitrarily chosen). Gray bars indicate where cell 2 fired in relation to cell 1. Four networks were constructed: E-E, I-I, E-I and I-E, where the first letter indicates
the “sign” of cell 1’s effects on cell 2, and the second letter indicates that of cell 2’s effects on cell 1. The means (x�, ms), SDs (�, ms), and percentage of “inliers”
(�, %) of the observed spike time difference distributions are as follows. For the SC: E-E, x��5.4, ��14, ��48%; I-I, x��58, ��15, ��35%; E-I, x��88, ��14,
��49%; I-E, x��28, ��15, ��43%. For the O-LM interneuron: E-E, x���0.94, ��6.9, ��55%; I-I, x��25, ��6.0, ��51%; E-I, x��30, ��7.0, ��37%; I-E,
x��6.7, ��7.0, ��62%. Solid lines indicate predicted results from iterative simulations based on STRC measurements for the two cells. Predicted and observed
distributions are qualitatively similar, although statistically distinguishable at the P � 0.01 level (�2 test).

FIG. 6. Average predicted and observed spike time differences are consistent within SCs (a) and O-LM interneurons (b). Pooled results from hybrid networks
made from biological neurons and virtual counterparts normalized by their unperturbed period (50–150 ms). Open circles imply E-E coupling; open stars imply
I-I coupling; ‘plus’ signs imply unilateral inhibitory coupling from the virtual cell to the biological cell; and open triangles imply E-I coupling, with the biological
cell giving rise to excitatory coupling. Each open symbol of a given type represents predicted and observed results from a distinct cell. Also plotted are results
from paired recordings from cells connected by virtual synapses (closed circles, stars and triangles again correspond to E-E, I-I, and E-I networks, respectively).
Each filled symbol represents data from a distinct paired recording. The average spike-time difference in the two-cell networks is plotted against the predicted
time difference (normalized by the control ISI of the neuron), estimated from iterative simulations based on spike time response curves (STRCs). For dual-cell
recordings, E-I and I-E measurements are lumped into the E-I category here, because the two cells were invariably from the same cell type, making the E-I/I-E
distinction moot. Predictions correlate well with observations. Differences in all cases except two (I-I and I-0 for SCs) are statistically insignificant at the P �
0.05 level (paired t-test), and insignificant for all cases at the P � 0.02 level. Predicted and observed time differences from “homogeneous” networks (E-E, I-I)
cluster reliably: observed time differences, including data from both types of hybrid network, have mean � SD �0.05 � 0.06 for E-E SCs (n � 36), 0.08 �
0.08 for E-E O-LMs (n � 11), 0.4 � 0.08 for I-I SCs (n � 35), 0.4 � 0.1 for I-I O-LMs (n � 12). Timing relationships in E-I networks are less reliable (0.75 �
0.31 for E-I SCs (n � 39), 0.73 � 0.25 for E-I O-LMs (n � 9)). This lack of reliable behavior can be seen in individual cells (cf. E-I and I-E responses in Fig.
5). For visual clarity, error bars are not included with these data. Mean values of � (the SD of observed spike time differences, expressed as a proportion of the
average interspike interval) and � (the fraction of spike time differences that lie within �10% of the mean value, expressed as a percentage of the total number
of spike time differences), are as follows for each network type. For SCs: E-E, �� �0.083, ���52%, n � 10; I-I, �� �0.084, ���38%, n � 10; E-I, �� �0.10, ���34%,
n � 17. For O-LMs: E-E, �� �0.10, ���48%, n � 2; I-I, �� �0.13, ���46%, n � 2; E-I, �� �0.096, 43%, n � 3. Because distributions are broader in hybrid networks
including two biological cells, estimates of �� and �� were made only from dual recordings.
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Our next goal was to test the quality of “predictions” of
spike time differences, based on our curve fits of STRCs, with
data from both kinds of hybrid network. Figure 5 shows
example data from the second type of hybrid network, con-
structed by coupling two, simultaneously recorded biological
SCs or O-LM cells under dynamic clamp (as in Fig. 3b, but
with different specific cells). Predicting behavior in these
networks of two biological cells is a more rigorous test of the
STR method, because fewer factors are under the experimen-
talist’s direct control. STRC-based predictions (black lines) are
very similar to observations (gray histograms) from two-cell
networks (Fig. 5), although small systematic differences render
them statistically distinguishable at the P � 0.01 level (� 2

test). Predictions and observations for the SC and O-LM
populations are similar, despite the fact that each population is
potentially mutually interconnected with peer neurons of dif-
ferent “sign” (excitatory or inhibitory; average predictions
from a larger corpus of data are compared below). Because
“cell 1” and “cell 2” were of the same cell type, one might
expect E-I and I-E networks to behave identically (meaning
that the I-E histogram would be a simple rotation of the E-I
histogram about the point �t �0.) Instead, E-I and I-E net-
works often behaved differently (see also Fig. 3b). This dif-
ference was predictable from stochastic STRCs (black lines),
and comes about because E-I and I-E coupling tend to magnify
small discrepancies in the details and noise levels of STRCs
between the two cells. SCs and O-LM cells showed similar
ranges of behavior when connected heterogeneously, some-
times showing near-synchronization (Fig. 5a, E–I; Fig. 5b, I–E;
note that, the distinction between E-I and I-E is arbitrary), and
sometimes showing broadly-tuned anti-synchronization (Fig.
5a, I–E; Fig. 5b, E–I).

We also analyzed the statistical “tightness” of spike-time-
difference histograms, using two measures (see METHODS): �,
the estimated SD of each distribution; and �, the percentage of
spike time differences that lie near the mean value. For the
pairs of SCs and O-LM cells in Fig. 5, the overall spread of the
distribution (�) does not depend strongly on the pattern of
connectivity between the cells (specific values given in the
legend). However, � was larger for the E-E spike-time distri-
butions than for I-I distributions, and for some E-I/I-E net-
works than for others. � picks up features to which � is not
sensitive because these distributions are notably not Gaussian
and have large tails. We compare average values of � and �
across multiple recordings below.

Figure 6 shows summary data from experiments in SCs (Fig.
6a) and O-LM cells (Fig. 6b). The plots show the mean
observed time difference in hybrid networks, plotted versus the
mean time difference predicted for the same cell or pair of
cells. As before, predictions come from iterative simulations
based on stochastic STRCs. Both predicted and observed mean
time differences have been normalized by the unperturbed
firing periods used in collecting the data (100 ms for Fig. 6a,
150 ms for Fig. 6b). From these data, we draw several conclu-
sions. First, for both SCs (Fig. 6a) and O-LM cells (Fig. 6b),
predicted and observed timing differences match well, as
demonstrated by the fact that most points lie near the line of
identity in Fig. 6. This result, statistically quantified in the
legend of Fig. 6, implies that living SCs and O-LM neurons can
be modeled to first approximation as memoryless in this
context, their spike times determined only by their baseline

rates and most recent synaptic input. Second, networks with
homogeneous synapses (E-E, I-I) lead to consistent average
timing relationships within a particular cell type (see figure
legend for quantification). In contrast, networks with hetero-
geneous synapses (E-I) give rise to a variety of mean time
differences. These results suggest that synchronization proper-
ties are uniform within each population (SCs and O-LM cells),
but only with homogeneous synapses. Third, predicted and
observed timing differences do not depend strongly on the type
of hybrid network studied (biological/virtual versus biological/
biological). This result emphasizes that our virtual neurons,
modeled using a typical STRC, capture the essential behavior
of neurons in this context. Fourth, mean timing differences for
a given network topology are similar for SCs and O-LM cells.
Both SCs and O-LM interneurons synchronize best through
mutual excitation, and differences between average normalized
predicted time differences for SCs and O-LM cells are statis-
tically insignificant (as determined by a t-test, P � 0.05).
Synchronizing mutual excitation could be monosynaptic for
glutamatergic SCs, but could not for GABAergic O-LM cells
without electrical synapses. Fifth, different types of hybrid
networks give rise to spike-time distributions that are distin-
guishable in their shape, as quantified in the figure legend.
Focusing on SCs, for which we have a larger data set, the
average value of � is 52% for E-E networks, but only 38% for
I-I networks and 34% for E-I networks. Thus E-E networks
spend a greater proportion of the time near their phase-locked
solution than the other network types. E-E networks do not
exhibit smaller average values of � than I-I or E-I networks,
because many of the underlying distributions have large tails
that dominate the calculation of s.

D I S C U S S I O N

This study represents part of a new thread of work in
quantitative neuroscience (DeMarse et al. 2001; Jung et al.
2001; Le Masson et al. 2002; Manor and Nadim 2001; Reyes
2003; Sharp et al. 1993), in which technology is interfaced with
living neurons in an attempt to answer novel scientific ques-
tions. Because the interfaced technology can be controlled with
great mathematical precision, this approach allows one to test
highly quantitative hypotheses directly and specifically in liv-
ing neurons and neuronal networks. Recent examples of this
general approach have shown that inhibitory gain in thalamic
networks can be used to functionally connect or disconnect the
neocortex from the periphery (Le Masson et al. 2002), and that
synchronous activity arises in multilayer feedforward neuronal
networks under a wide variety of conditions (Reyes 2003). In
our case, the incentive for this effort was to collect experimen-
tal data that relate directly to well understood reduced models
used in nonlinear dynamical analyses of synchronization.
These models allow us to understand the behavior of large
networks in terms of a small number of modeled elements. The
desired end goal of this effort is a verifiable, mechanistic theory of
how neuronal synchronization arises within and between hip-
pocampal substructures. Our success in predicting network
timing relationships, based on simple measurements from sin-
gle cells, makes us optimistic that this goal is achievable.

Our recordings from SCs and O-LM interneurons indicate
that these cells can synchronize, with nearly zero phase lag, via
mutual excitation, but that they phase lock in anti-synchrony
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via mutual inhibition. It is no coincidence that these two states
are the most common ones we see. It can be proven mathe-
matically that coupled neurons with identical properties and
symmetric, instantaneous and pulsatile coupling have these
two phase-locked solutions (Ermentrout 1996; Ermentrout and
Kopell 1991; Hansel et al. 1995), although the solutions are not
necessarily mathematically stable. Complications like nonpul-
satile synaptic coupling and cellular heterogeneity distort these
relationships, often moving phase-locked states away from
perfect synchrony or anti-synchrony and sometimes changing
the stability of these states (Ermentrout 1996; Ermentrout and
Kopell 1991; Hansel et al. 1995; White et al. 1998a).

Our result that mutual inhibition does not lead to stable
synchrony seems to contrast with a number of modeling studies
of spiking neurons (Ermentrout 1996; Hansel et al. 1995; Van
Vreeswijk et al. 1994). Two potentially overlapping factors
may contribute to resolving this apparent contradiction. First,
model neurons with prominent slow conductances give rise to
STRCs that are much like our measured curves and give very
similar predictions (Acker et al. 2003; Crook et al. 1998;
Ermentrout et al. 2001). Both SCs (Dickson et al. 2000) and
O-LM interneurons (Maccaferri and McBain 1996) express
large amounts of the slow, hyperpolarization-activated cation
current Ih, thought to contribute to the intrinsic theta rhythmic-
ity of the two populations (Dickson et al. 2000; Gillies et al.
2002; White et al. 1995). Second, in modeling studies, inhibi-
tion-based synchronization often has a small domain of attrac-
tion that the network may escape from under noisy conditions
(Acker et al. 2003).

The similar STR relationships for MEC SCs and CA1 O-LM
interneurons have interesting implications for oscillations in
the true biological network. Both SCs (Germroth et al. 1991;
Klink and Alonso 1997; Lingenhöhl and Finch 1991) and
O-LM cells (M. Whittington, personal communication) give
rise to local axonal collaterals, implying that there may be
reciprocal interconnections within each population. For a pool
of monosynaptically connected excitatory SCs, we would pre-
dict robust synchronization at theta frequencies. For a pool of
monosynaptically connected inhibitory O-LM cells, we would
predict that synchronization in phase is not possible at theta
frequencies. It should be noted that electrical synapses have
recently been identified in this population, which potentially
could stabilize the synchronous state (Zhang et al. 2004).
Alternatively, synchrony of O-LM cells would require involve-
ment of another neuronal population, as has been seen in
simulations (Rotstein et al. 2003).

Predicted and observed phase differences were more consis-
tent in homogeneous (E-E, I-I) networks than in heterogeneous
(E-I, 0-I) networks, as indicated by the spread of observed
spike time differences from recording to recording (quantified
in the legend of Fig. 6). This difference can be traced to the
mathematical structures that underlie STR methods. As men-
tioned above, homogenous networks tend to exhibit near-
synchronous or near-anti-synchronous phase-locked solutions
(Ermentrout 1996; Ermentrout and Kopell 1991; Hansel et al.
1995). Thus predicted and observed phase relationships in
homogeneous networks are not sensitive to small amounts of
variation in the properties of individual cells. In contrast,
predicted and observed outcomes in networks with heteroge-
neous coupling depend more sensitively on the detailed prop-
erties of individual neurons.

We also see clear trends in the “tightness” of distributions of
spike time differences for networks of different types. Pairs of
SCs spend more time near their “preferred” (average) state in
the E-E case than in the I-I or E-I case, as measured by �. Such
differences in the shape of spike-time-difference distributions
are predictable from measurement of STRCs (Fig. 5), and
reflect the differences in the attractiveness of phase-locked
states for different types of networks. In general, we find that
the SD � of the distributions does not depend on the type of
network. We conclude that commonly arising long tails of
spike-time-difference distributions –generated by noise, phase-
slipping and other causes –imply that the “typical” distance of
�t from its average value is insensitive to network type, even
while the proportion of time spent near the average �t depends
strongly on the network.

Homogeneous (E-E, I-I) and heterogeneous (E-I, 0-I) net-
works also differed in terms of consistency of mean time
differences measured from case to case (Fig. 6). In homoge-
neous networks, mean time differences were remarkably con-
sistent. This result surprised us, given that neurons within a
defined population often behave differently, and that small
differences in parameters can lead to large differences in spike
timing in modeling studies (Acker et al. 2003). The consistency
we observed within a large number of recordings may indicate
that synchronization properties are actively conserved within a
cell type. Heterogeneous networks show less consistent timing
relationships, implying again that small differences in cellular
properties can lead to unpredictable behavior in these less-
stable networks.

Strictly speaking, our STR techniques only predict network
behavior for two-cell networks with fixed synaptic strengths
and synaptic kinetics. However, synchronization properties
among entorhinal stellate cells (SCs) are largely independent of
synaptic strength and kinetics (Fig. 4), implying that only the
degree of synchronization would be affected by factors like
short-term synaptic plasticity but not the form. For example,
progressive depression of mutual excitatory synapses in a pool
of SCs would only be expected to gradually increase the
amount of “jitter” around the synchronized state (Fig. 4a).
Predicted network properties were only observed to change
under one condition: inhibition with very slow synapses (Fig.
4b, bottom-right panel). This effect of synchronization via slow
inhibition arose because early (t �20 ms) slow inhibitory
inputs led to slight average delays in spike timing, and late (t
�80 ms) inputs led, on average, to no change in spike timing.
Late inputs probably have no effect on the following spike
because they rise too slowly to affect its timing. The delaying
effect of early slow inputs is more surprising, given the results
we see for faster inhibition, and demonstrates how subtle the
interactions of synaptic and intrinsic conductances can be.

The “small networks” approach used here generalizes well
to describe larger networks, at least those with all-to-all con-
nections (Acker et al. 2003; White et al. 1998a). Under the
right conditions, STR methods extend to handle further com-
plexities. For example, if individual synapses are small enough
that their effects on STRCs combine linearly, our experiments
as designed can account for the effects of unsynchronized
barrages of presynaptic activity on postsynaptic spike timing
(and, consequently, network phase locking) (Ermentrout and
Chow 2002). Even without the assumption of linearity, the
STR method can be extended to account for behavior in
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complex networks from measurements on single neurons (Er-
mentrout and Kopell 1998; Rotstein et al. 2003). For example,
the stability of y-intercepts of STRCs can predict whether a
single member of a large, synchronous pool will be attracted
back into synchronous state after being perturbed away.
STRCs are also useful for describing the interactions of two or
more “clusters” of neurons with intra-cluster synchrony.
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